
PERMIAN BASIN ARCHERY ASSOCIATION CUP 
 
1. Archers will compete at appropriate distance for their class, shooting at 80cm target. 
Archers will shoot (5) ends (3) arrows per end, (15) arrows total. Maximum score 150 
with 15X’s. 
 

Men’s Hunter (Fixed pins and stabilizer no more than 12” front and 6” rear) - 50 
meters 
Men’s Open (No limits on magnification, pins or stabilizers) - 50 meters 
Men’s Traditional (longbow/selfbow/recurve) - 30 Meters 
Women’s Open (No limits on pins or stabilizers) - 30 meters 
Youth 16 and Under (No limits on pins or stabilizers) - 30 meters 

           * There must be a minimum of participants to make a class 
 
2. Competitors will draw names to begin the competition. Winner of each bracket will 
advance to the next level. 
 
3. Archer may have a coach/spotter, who remains behind shooter in designated area. 
Coach/ spotter may assist by conveying time lapsed and location of arrow in target. AT 
NO TIME WILL ARCHER RECEIVE ASSISTANCE WHILE ON THE SHOOTING LINE. 
 
4. Archer will have (2) two minutes to shoot (3) three arrows. Arrows will be scored after 
each end. Competitors will verify each other's score (before arrows are pulled from 
target). If competitors are at a disagreement, Field Judge will administer the final call. 
 
5. Archers will begin only when Field Judge gives his permission that range is all clear. 
 
6. Scoring will be done as per face value of target. X’s will be marked on scorecard by 
asterisk. 
 

Semi-Finals 
 
1. Final (4) four Archers will advance to the shoot-off. Coin-flip to see who they will shoot 
against, and flip to see who shoots first. Each archer may appoint their own agent to pull 
and witness scoring on target. If archer is unable to appoint their own agent, PBAA will 
appoint one for them. 
 
2. Scoring on semi and finals will be scored by the Field Judge. Arrows will then be 
pulled by agent and returned to shooter by courier. 
 
3. Field Judge will signal “All Clear on range”. At this time “1st” first shooter will have “20” 
seconds to shoot. When first shooter completes his shot, “2nd” second shooter time 
begins and has “20”’ seconds. Sequence continues until both archers complete the end. 
Arrows will be scored at completion of each end. 
 
4. Failure to complete shot within 20 seconds time period results in (0) Zero for that 
arrow. After each end lowest score will shoot first. 
      

 
 
 
 



FINALS 
 
1. Final (2) two Archers will compete using same rules as semifinals...    
 

TIE’S 
 
1. All tie’s will be decided by X count. If still tied, will result in shoot-off.     
                                                                 

SHOOT-OFFS 
 
1. Shoot-off, the first competitor closest to “center” X will be declared the Winner. 
	  


